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Lake Villa, IL. Lake Villa officials recently announced that they approved a five-year agreement with BBQ’D Productions to operate the Lehmann Mansion beginning May 1, 2022. Under this agreement, BBQ’D Productions will host weddings, parties, private events, and corporate events at the Lehmann Mansion. While BBQ’D Productions is known for their BBQ menu, they have a well-established, exclusive food and drink menu, specifically targeted for weddings and other catered events.

“The Village of Lake Villa is excited about our new partnership with BBQ’D Productions as they have a lot of experience hosting weddings, events and activities for small, medium and large groups”, stated Mayor James McDonald. “BBQ’D Productions was selected because of their outstanding service level and their ability to serve a wide variety of food”, continued Mayor McDonald.

BBQ’D Productions is currently in the process of establishing a new website and social media presence where information on the Lehmann Mansion will be posted shortly.

For information or to book an event, please contact BBQ’D Productions at 224-656-3658.
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